Introduction
Human auditory system is mainly composed of external auditory canal, middle ear and inner ear. When sound is transmitted to inner ear through external auditory canal and ossicular chain, the vibration of basilar membrane in the cochlea stimulates the hair cells, which will cause a variety of electrical changes in the cochlea, generates action potentials in the nerve fibers at the bottom of hair cells, leads to the release of chemical transmitters in nerve terminals, finally produces auditory sense. Thus, it can be seen that inner ear has the function of sound perception because corti organ in the cochlea transforms the mechanical vibration to the nerve impulse of auditory nerve fibers. However, there are many unknown fields in the mechanical-electrical transformation process. Therefore, the sound perception function of inner ear is the focus of scientists.
In the sound perception process of inner ear, the motion of hair cells plays a key role in discriminating and processing sound. Through experiments, many scholars conducted an analysis on the stiffness, arrangement and initiative of hair cells in spiral cochlea [1] [2] [3] . According to the latest research, the complex coupling motion of basilar membrane, hair cells and lymph resulted in the large deformation of cilium under the excitation of dynamic wave of lymph caused by sound wave and formed the sound perception function of inner ear [4] . In the case of deformation and interaction between hair bundles and somatic cells, ciliated cells well amplified sound and enhanced the sound perception of inner ear [5] . Meantime, research pointed it out that the damage of inner ear would lead to the change of some specific molecules in the brain and result in bad behaviors [6] . According to different injured parts and causes of deafness of inner ear, scholars conducted studies from different perspectives and proposed corresponding solutions [7] [8] [9] .
Abundant experimental contents and objects of inner ear have promoted the research of scholars on the numerical simulation of cochlea. In the aspect of macroscopic models, Thorne has obtained the fluid space of cochlea from six species and provided a basis for computing the motion and clinical operation in inner ear [10] . Later, Edward and G. E. [11] established the three-dimensional macroscopic models of the cochlea successively. Yoon studied the vibration mode of basilar membrane using velocity change of basilar membrane and establishing the cochlear fluid model of three-dimensional hydrodynamic [12] . Gan adopted the simplified straight-cavity cochlear model at the early stage, built a complete ear model from external auditory canal to inner ear and conducted a research analysis on the whole ear. Subsequently, Gan did not conduct an in-depth analysis though he established a spiral model when he researched implantable hearing aids [13, 14] . With the deepening of research on the inner ear, some microscopic models which were used to study the hair cells of inner ear and the evolution of fiber cells were gradually built in order to better learn about the evolution process of the inner ear, which laid a foundation for further research [15, 16] . Regarding common macroscopic cochlear models at present, straight-cavity and simplified cochlear models were mainly adopted. Therefore, their research contents focused on computing the transmission of pressure from oval window to the top of cochlea and the motion response of basilar membrane in the direction of length [17] [18] [19] . Horizontal motion response along the basilar membrane was not involved. Through testing and observing the cochlea of animals, Békésy who was the first to study the macroscopic motion of cochlear basilar membrane and win a Noble Prize for this reason, and he found the travelling wave transmitted from the bottom to the top of basilar membrane in the cochlea [20] and well described the characteristic frequencies and frequency analysis functions of basilar membrane. In earlier research, the discovered pressure in cochlear fluid presented tiny phase accumulation, which thus supported the existence of travelling wave [21] . However, Dancer and his colleagues raised an objection to the existence of travelling wave. From their perspective, the vibration of basilar membrane did not show a lot of phase accumulation and delay described by travelling wave at characteristic frequencies [22] [23] [24] . Therefore, the existence of travelling wave has still been controversial in the academic so far.
In view of this, this paper established a spiral cochlear model which is consistent with actual human ears, simulated the process of stimulating cochlear fluid from oval window and studied the ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude in the longitudinal direction and the impact of curvature on the spiral basilar membrane when the cochlea was excited. In the meanwhile, this paper conducted an analysis and obtained the basilar membrane's amplification for sound intensity and supported the theory of travelling theory in the cochlea through the computational result of model phase. The model failed to consider the active characteristics of hair cells in the cochlea. Therefore, it was a passive model.
Establishment of the cochlea model

Establishment of the finite element model of the spiral cochlea
This paper established a three-dimensional spiral cochlear model through PATRAN software, divided meshes for it and set boundary conditions and material parameters. The spiral inner ear had 2.5 cycles. The space in inner ear was divided by vestibular membrane and basilar membrane into three cavities, namely Scala vestibule, cochlear duct and Scala tympani which were filled with lymph (see Fig. 3 ). The ratio of sectional areas of Scala vestibule, cochlear duct and Scala tympani was 5:3:8. The basilar membrane was 34.86 mm. The thickness and width of basilar membrane presented a linear change. The top and bottom of basilar membrane were 7.5 μm and 2.5 μm thick, and the width was 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm. The cochlear model established in this paper failed to consider the function of CORTI organ. Namely, it did not consider the active mechanism of cochlea. The cochlear model was a passive mode. Finally, this paper used NASTRAN software to conduct a dynamic analysis on three-dimensional fluid-solid coupling.
Meshes were divided as follows: Scala tympani: 7878 nodes and 6200 eight-node hexahedral (hex8) elements whose property was defined as fluid. Scala vestibule: 3131 nodes and 1900 eight-node hexahedral (hex8) elements whose property was defined as fluid. 3 Cochlear ducts: 7878 nodes and 6400 eight-node hexahedral (hex8) elements whose property was defined as fluid. Helicotrema: 990 nodes and 725 eight-node hexahedral (hex8) elements whose property was defined as fluid. Oval window (vestibular window): 98 nodes and 83 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. Round window (fenestra cochleae): 78 nodes and 62 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. Basilar membrane: 303 nodes and 400 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. Osseous spiral lamina: 808 nodes and 600 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. Vestibular membrane: 1111 nodes and 1000 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. Shell: 4670 nodes and 4240 four-node quadrilateral (Quad4) elements whose property was defined as 2D-Membrane. All structural meshes of the cochlea were shown in Fig. 3 . 
Governing equations of coupling effects
In this paper, NASTRAN software was used to realize the fluid-solid coupling of 3D human ears, and the corresponding control equation was as follows: was the displacement matrix, was pressure matrix. In the fluid-solid coupling model of human ears, the air in the external auditory canal, the air in the middle ear cavity and the lymph fluid in the inner ear were fluid. External ear canal, middle ear auditory bone, cochlear oval window, round window, basilar membrane, bone spiral plate and shell were solid. The interface between air and tympanic membrane, the interface between the air in the middle ear cavity and auditory bones, and the interface between lymphatic fluid in the cochlea, the oval window and the basilar membrane in the round window are fluid-solid coupling interfaces. In the fluid-solid coupling interface, the node of solid elements was mapped to the node of fluid elements. As a result, in the interface, the node velocity and pressure of the solid were consistent with the node velocity and pressure of the fluid. The coupling item was introduced into mass and stiffness matrix of governing equations. By using NASTRAN software, the governing equations are solved by directly strong coupling method, and the bidirectional coupling process can be realized to ensure the computational accuracy of coupling.
Material property
The structural material property of the cochlear model contained oval window, round window, basilar membrane, vestibular membrane, osseous spiral lamina and shell's density and elastic modulus, as shown in Table 1 . The material of spiral lamina, oval window, round window and vestibular membrane were all based on the linear elastic constitutive model. The parameters which describe the material constitutive model were elastic modulus and Poisson ratio. The elastic modulus of basilar membrane changed among the length direction of basilar membrane. In this research, the elastic modulus of basilar membrane linearly reduced from 50 MPa at the bottom to 3 MPa at the top. The property of lymph was shown in Table 2 . The material parameter of the cochlear model was determined based on the previous experimental measurements and numerical models [13] [14] . 
Boundary conditions
(1) Applied 80 dB (0.2 Pa) in oval window and simulated the sound pressure excitation of pure sound (100 Hz-10000 Hz);
(2) The outer edge of round window was considered as a fixed constraint; (3) The displacement of the outer edge of oval window was restricted in direction; (4) Basilar membrane and vestibular membrane were the interface of fluid-solid coupling.
Computational results and analysis
A comparison with the experimental data
When the external excitation was 80 dB, this model performed simulation and obtained the relationship of ratio of basilar membrane amplitude to stapes amplitude (the central point of oval window) with frequency at the position of 12 mm from the top to the bottom of basilar membrane and drew it in Fig. 4 . At the same time, Fig. 4 has presented the experimental data of Gundersen [25] and Stenfelt [26] and finite element simulation of Kim [27] . Fig. 5 reflected the comparison between simulation phase data and experimental data. From the curve of Fig. 4 , the optimal frequency in the experiments of Gundersen was 3500 Hz, similar to the finite element result of Kim. The optimal frequency in this paper was 2500 Hz, which was similar to the experimental result of Setenfelt. Therefore, the simulation result in this paper was well consistent with the experimental result. In addition, the contour for the pressure of Scala vestibule and the displacement of basilar membrane obtained based on the model simulation of this paper were shown in Fig. 6 which also reflected the distribution of pressure and the vibration characteristics of basilar membrane in the cochlea. Fig. 7 defined the position of response peak of basilar membrane at various frequencies in the longitudinal direction of the cochlea. The black solid line represented the result in this paper, the red solid line was the result in Greenwood [28] , and the blue solid line was the result in Békésy [20] through experimental measurement. Through conducting a comparative analysis, this paper found that the result of this model was quite close to that of experiments. Meantime, it could be seen that the peak values were corresponding to different positions longitudinally in the basilar membrane for different frequencies, which reflected the frequency selectivity of basilar membrane. 
Characteristics of the spiral basilar membrane
Previous scholars simulated the motion characteristics of simplified cochlear models through finite element software. In simplified models, basilar membrane was a straight simplified model. Therefore, the change of horizontal motion at the same position of basilar membrane was consistent, which found it impossible to analyze the horizontal motion characteristics of basilar membrane and neglected the impact of curvature on its motion in the actual cochlea. As a result, this paper analyzed and studied the impact of curvature on spiral basilar membrane through establishing the model.
To study the change of basilar membrane along curvature, the point with the minimum radius at any cross section was set as point 1 referring to inner radius and the point with the maximum radius was set as point 5 referring to outer radius, as shown in Fig. 8 . When the model was excited, the change trend of ratio of inner radius amplitude to outer radius amplitude in the longitudinal direction of basilar membrane was drawn in Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 presented the distribution rule of ratio of inner radius amplitude to outer radius amplitude in the longitudinal direction of basilar membrane at 6 frequencies from 1 to 6 kHz. Meanwhile, it could be clearly observed that curves in the figure intersected at 22 mm. As shown from Fig. 8 , the ratio of inner radius amplitude to outer radius amplitude gradually increased in the longitudinal direction of basilar membrane in the intermediate frequency region and the ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude gradually decreased in the ring direction of the basilar membrane in the high frequency region. It was caused by resonance of basilar membrane in the top of cochlea in the low frequency and at the base of cochlea in the high frequency. The ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude would be increased in the case of resonance.
There is an intersection at 22 mm in Fig. 9 , and the cross section at this position could be selected for research. Meantime, the cross section at 12 mm could be then chosen for analysis as the result was consistent with corresponding experimental data. The horizontal amplitudes of basilar membrane at 12 mm and 22 mm from the top to the bottom of basilar membrane at different frequencies were computed and the impact of curvature on spiral basilar membrane was considered. Fig. 10 showed the ratio of basilar membrane amplitude to stapes amplitude with frequency at 12 mm. As shown from Fig. 10(a) , the change trends of ratio of basilar membrane amplitude to stapes amplitude at different positions of cross section with frequency were roughly the same and the maximum values were obtained at the frequency of about 2500 Hz. It could be seen from the enlarged drawing of Fig. 10(a) that the amplitude of basilar membrane increased with the decrease of curvature. However, Fig. 10(b) showed that amplitudes at different positions of cross section changed with frequency and increased with the decrease of curvature. [29] at 12 mm in the basilar membrane. As shown from the figure, the overall trends of the model and Wang were similar, gradually increased before the characteristic frequency and quickly decreased after reaching the characteristic frequency. However, the peak value of the model moved forward compared with the straight-cavity model of Wang and obtained the characteristic frequency around 2500 Hz. The data of straight-cavity model established by Wang was taken as the standard and the ratio of sound pressure value in different curvature radiuses to different curvature radiuses with frequency at the cross section of the model at 12 mm was drawn in Fig. 11(b) . It could be noticed from the figure that the sound pressure value of the model was generally higher than that of straight-cavity model in the low and middle frequency. In the meantime, the horizontal sound pressures of spiral basilar membrane showed some small differences with frequency. To better reflect the horizontal change of basilar membrane amplitude with frequency, the ratio of amplitude of various points to point 1 at the cross section was selected to reflect the degree of deviation with frequency and drawn in Fig. 11(c) . It could be seen from the figure that the deviation trends of various points were the same with the decrease of curvature. However, the gradual increase of deviation degree indicated that amplitude gradually increased with the decrease of curvature. Deviation was relatively smaller at low frequencies, and there was a sudden change around 2500 Hz and similar to the optimal frequency at this position. Thus, it could be seen that the optimal frequency was a turning point of horizontal displacement of basilar membrane. After the turning point, deviation degree increased at the high frequency region, which indicated that amplitude gradually decreased with the decline of curvature. Thus, curvature had an influence on basilar membrane amplitude at different frequencies, which could not be reflected by previous straight-cavity models. Fig. 11(d) showed the ratio of displacement amplitude of various points at 12 mm to amplitude of point 1 at the optimal frequency, namely 2500 Hz. As shown in the figure, basilar membrane amplitude decreased with the decline of basilar membrane curvature under the action of 2500 Hz. Meanwhile, the decrease trend gradually tended to be stable. Fig. 11 . a) Ratio of basilar membrane amplitude to stapes amplitude at 12 mm; b) ratio of sound pressure of spiral basilar membrane to sound pressure of straight-cavity basilar membrane at 12 mm; c) ratio of horizontal basilar membrane amplitude at 12 mm to amplitude of point 1; d) ratio of displacement amplitude of various points at 12 mm to amplitude of point 1 Fig. 12(a) described the change trend of horizontal amplitude of the cross section at 22 mm with different frequencies. From the perspective of trend, this change trend was similar to that of the cross section at the position of 12 mm with frequency. Similarly, an intersection appeared at the frequency of around 2500 Hz. The horizontal amplitude of frequency at the point of intersection was drawn in Fig. 12(b) . As shown in the figure, the amplitude decreased nonlinearly with the decrease of curvature, and was similar to that of the cross section at 12 mm. Compared with the cross section at 12 mm, however, the deviation degree of amplitude with frequency and the decrease degree at the same frequency and different positions were relatively larger at the cross section at 22 mm. Fig. 13 showed the relationship between the ratio of outer radius to inner radius of basilar membrane at the position of 12 mm and sound pressure. In the figure, different curves stood for the change of ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude with frequency when the excitation was changed from 10 dB to 110 dB. As shown from the figure, the change of ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude was small and tended to be stable with the increase of frequency before 2500 Hz. The change trend was dramatic with the increase of frequency after 2500 Hz. Thus, it could be seen that high frequencies had a great influence on the displacement of basilar membrane at different curvatures. In the meanwhile, the figure showed that the change trend of ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude generally remained unchanged with the increase of sound pressure and only deviated apparently in the case of 40 dB and high frequencies. 
Amplification of basilar membrane
Fig. 14 described the increase trend of sound intensity with frequency in the basilar member at 12 mm when the excitation was 80 dB. As shown in the figure, sound intensity increased linearly with the increase of frequency at low frequencies, reached a peak around 400 Hz, increased by 13 dB, rose after a temporary decrease trend, reached a maximum about 2500 Hz, generally rose by 21 dB and gradually decreased, which indicated that basilar membrane played a role in amplifying sound intensity and the amplified maximum and minimum appeared in the characteristic frequencies of corresponding positions. At the same time, the mode was spiral. Compared with spiral basilar membrane, the change of amplitude at every cross section differed with curvature. Fig. 9 just reflected the change of ratio of inner radius amplitude to outer radius amplitude of basilar membrane with curvature at different cross sections. The amplitude at the outer radius was about 1.06 times that at the inner radius at most and 0.96 times at least. Therefore, the differences of amplitude at the outer and inner radiuses changed with frequency, expanded the sound perception range of cross sections and embodied the amplification of spiral basilar membrane to sound. 
Argumentation for the existence of travelling wave
As shown in Fig. 15 , the phase difference of basilar membrane at 12 mm gradually accumulated with the increase of frequency and showed an obvious hysteresis phenomenon. Besides, the slope of phase gradually declined with frequency, changed slowly before 2500 Hz and dramatically after 2500 Hz, kept consistency with the phenomenon of substantial phase accumulation and delay described by the characteristics of travelling wave, and supported the theory of existence of travelling wave. This paper was written and completed by the first author; numerical simulation was conducted by the second author; translation was completed by the third and fourth author; the final check and submission were finished by the other authors.
Conclusions
This paper established a spiral cochlear model according with actual human ears, improved previously straight cochlear model and verified the correctness of model in this paper through the consistency between the computational result and experimental data.
When the excitation was 80 dB, the change trend of amplitude in the longitudinal direction of basilar membrane was reflected by the curve change of ratio of outer radius amplitude to inner radius amplitude. Curves intersected at 22 mm. The ratio increased with the frequency before the intersection and the situation was the opposite after the intersection. In the meanwhile, the maximum position in the basilar membrane also changed with the frequency, which reflected the frequency selectivity of basilar membrane in the longitudinal direction.
Through an analysis, the displacement amplitude of basilar membrane at the horizontal cross section changed little in the low frequency and dramatically in the high frequency. And there is a turning point at the optimal frequency 2500 Hz. Thus, it could be seen that curvature had great influence on the displacement of basilar membrane when the stimulation frequency was relatively higher. The change rule could not be presented in straight-cavity models. At the same frequency of 2500 Hz, the amplitude of basilar membrane decreased with the decrease of basilar membrane curvature. In the meanwhile, the decrease trend tended to be stable gradually. Thus, adopting a three-dimensional spiral cochlear model could better express its actual change at high frequencies and reflect the motion characteristics of basilar membrane.
Meantime, spiral basilar membrane expanded the sound perception range of basilar membrane due to its spiral-shaped structure and amplified sound intensity. The amplified maximum and minimum appeared in corresponding characteristic frequencies.
Regarding the controversial issue of existence of travelling wave in cochlear research, the phase data simulated by this paper presented a lot of phase accumulation and delay, verified and supported the idea of Békésy about the existence of travelling wave. The work of this paper provided a real and accurate platform of numerical computation for the simulation analysis of human cochlea.
